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Abstract: The study analyzed the correlation between the presence of concha bullosa with the presence of radiological sinus
opacity and sinonasal functional symptoms. All patients whose computed tomography (CT) findings were positive for concha
bullosa were included in the study. The CT parameters taken in consideration were the presence and volume of concha bullosa,
the aspect of the ipsilateral maxillary sinus (normal transparency, presence of sinus opacity). Clinical parameters were
sinonasal functional signs. Statistical comparisons were made using the Pearson Chi square test. Over a four years period, 2436
CTs were interpreted, 276 of which presenting a concha bullosa (prevalence of 11.33%). The average age was 33 (19 to 63).
Females (204 either 74%) outnumbered men (72 either 26%). An opacification of the ipsilateral maxillary sinus seen upon CT
was statistically related to the presence of a large concha bullosa (p = 0.02). On the other hand, the presence of a clinical
symptomatology of maxillary sinusitis crossed with the presence of a large concha bullosa was not significant (p ˃ 0.50). This
study has demonstrated a close correlation between the existence of a large concha-bullosa and an ipsilateral maxillary sinusitis
seen on CT-Scan without necessarily having clinical manifestation of sinusitis. The diagnosis of sinusitis must remain
primarily clinical.
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1. Introduction
Concha bullosa (CB) is a pneumatization of the middle
nasal turbinate from anterior ethmoid cell [1]. It is present in
almost half of the population [2]. According to P. Lehmann
and al., it is the most common accessory sinonasal
pneumatization and is present in more than 30% of the
population [3]. It is described as an anatomical variation that
can induce a confinement of the ipsilateral maxillary sinus by
narrowing of the ostiomeatal complex [4-6]. It is therefore a
malformation, exposing the ipsilateral maxillary sinus to
risks of infection [7-9]. This risk is still debated by several
other authors [10, 11].

The aim of the present study is to analyze the correlation
between the presence of a concha bullosa with both the
existence of radiological sinus opacity and sinonasal
functional signs.

2. Material and Method
This is a cross-sectional, descriptive and analytical study
covering a four-year period from January 2nd, 2015 to
December 31st, 2018, carried out at the military university
hospital in Cotonou. Computed tomography (CT)
examinations were performed at the Military University
Hospital of Cotonou’s Radiology Department. All CT scans
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performed during the study period and showing the sinonasal
complex were examined. Patients whose CT images had
objectified a concha bullosa were included. Patients whose
sinonasal anatomic structure had been affected by tumor,
trauma or other malformation were excluded from the study
CT and clinical data from each patient included in the
study were reported on investigation forms. The clinical
parameters were the presence or absence of sinonasal
functional symptomatology. The CT parameters were the
presence and the type of concha bullosa, the aspect of the
ipsilateral maxillary sinus (normal transparency, presence of
sinus opacity). Concha bullosa (CB) has been defined by
pneumatization of the middle turbinate regardless of its
extent. In case of bilateral CB, the dominant concha was
assessed for the study. It was defined as "small" when the
vertical height was less than 50% of the total height of the
middle turbinate, measured on the coronal sections. It was
been described as "large" when its vertical height was greater
than 50% with a subjective average increase in the overall
volume of the middle turbinate. CT scans were performed
with an 8 cameras GE Brightspeed 16 slices Service
192.9.101.1 GDAS 16.
Microsoft Excel software was used for data entry. Stata
software version 11 was used for data analysis. Statistical
comparisons of qualitative variables were made using the
Pearson Chi square test at a significance level of 5%.

3. Result
3.1. Epidemiology
Over four years 2436 CT have been interpreted. 276 files
were included in the study presenting either a unilateral or
bilateral concha bullosa. This represents a hospital
prevalence of 11.33%. All the patients were adults with an
average age of 33 (19 to 63 years). Females (204 either 74%)
outnumbered men (72 either 26%), a sex ratio of 0.35.
3.2. Characteristics of CB

Figure 1. Distribution of concha bullosa cases based on their laterality.
Legend: blue for left sided CB (52%); orange for right sided CB (39%); grey
for bilateral CB (9%).

Among the 276 patients with CB, left side CB were more
frequent (174 either 63%) than right side CB (132; 48%).
Thirty (30 either 22%) patients had bilateral CB and were

classified in both left side and right side groups.
3.3. Size
Large CB (222; 80%) were more frequently seen than
small ones (54; 20%)
3.4. Transparence of Sinuses
All types of ipsilateral maxillary sinus opacification were
mentioned. Sinus wall thickening were most frequent (120;
43.5%).
Table 1. Distribution of ipsilateral maxillary sinus CT findings based on
Concha Bullosa size.
Large CB
Small CB
Total

Opacified sinus
162 (58,70%)
18 (6,52%)
180 (65,2%)

Normal transparence
60 (21,74%)
36 (13,04%)
96 (34,8%)

Total
222 (80,4%)
54 (19,6%)
276 (100%)

The relationship between ipsilateral maxillary sinus
opacity and the existence of a Concha Bullosa was
statistically significant (p = 0, 02).
3.5. Clinical Symptomatology
Symptomatic ipsilateral maxillary sinusitis was crossed
with the size of concha bullosa. Clinical sinusitis was not
statistically linked with the existence of a large concha
bullosa (p ˃ 0, 50).
Table 2. Distribution of clinical expression of maxillary sinusitis based on
ipsilateral concha bullosa size.
Large CB
Small CB
Total

Clinical sinusitis
42
6
48 (17,4%)

No clinical sinusitis
180
48
228 (82,6%)

Total
222 (80,4%)
54 (19,6%)
276 (100%)

4. Discussion
The prevalence of concha bullosa is highly variable in the
population, estimated at more than 50% [12]. The present
study found a low prevalence (11.33%) which is similar to
severahgxwl other publications [13]. The predominance of
concha bullosa in young adult females is described in the
litterature [2] and our results correlate this fact.
The study did not focus on patients with a sinonasal
complaint, but embraced all patients who had CT scans
showing the sinonasal complex, including orbital, cerebral,
facial, and pharyngeal CT scans. This prevented the search
for concha bullosa in patients with rhinological symptoms
alone as this could be a recruitment bias. The results could
therefore be more easily applied onto the general population.
In the current series, a predominance on the left has been
noted. Only 30 patients, or 22% of the series had bilateral
involvement. These results are similar to those obtained by
Saarthak W et al [14] who also described a predominance of
left side Concha Bullosa and a low rate of bilaterality. Jamie
S. et al [2] studies have highlighted the rarity of bilateral
lesions. There is no argument explaining this. However,
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Saarthak W [14] suggested that this could vary from one
ethnic group to another and be dependent on pneumatization
parameters. This argument adds to the importance of the
present study carried out on an exclusively black African
study population.
65.2% of the patients presented an opacified ipsilateral
maxillary sinus, among them 43.1% presented a thickening
of the wall frame and 22.1% a diffuse filling. Broad concha
bullosa was more frequent, accounting for 80% of patients.
This result is similar to that of Jamie S et al [2] who found an
estimated distribution of 58% of large concha bullosa. The
presence of ipsilateral sinus opacity was statistically
significant in patients with large concha bullosa (p = 0.02),
suggesting a link between the presence of a large concha
bullosa and the occurrence of a radiologically visible
sinusitis. These results could be explained by the fact that the
concha bullosa of significant size induces a confinement of
the ipsilateral maxillary sinus by narrowing of the
ostiomeatal complex [4-6] thus decreasing aeration of the
sinus and consequently its inflammation. Shin HS [7] and
Calhoun KH et al [8] have stated in their studies that there is
a relationship between concha bullosa and sinusitis. Jamie S
[2] found no significant correlation. Duran Karatas' team
demonstrated a positive correlation between the volumes of
concha bullosa and paranasal sinus [15]. Anatomic variants
such as concha bullosa may therefore have a proven
influence on patients with chronic rhino sinusitis [16].
Clinically, only 48 patients (17.4%) had clinical signs of
sinusitis. We found no correlation between the presence of
concha bullosa, even large ones, with the presence of clinical
signs of sinusitis (p ˃ 0.50). This is a reminder of the
importance of clinical manifestations rather than radiological
signs when taking a therapeutic decision. Diagnosing sinusitis
can be challenging in some cases; and the combination of
clinical manifestations and endoscopic results may not be able
to predict CT findings [17]. Considering the high cost of
paraclinical exams in our context, CT scanning is done only in
case of atypical findings, for further assessment, or in case of
unfavorable evolution under treatment.

5. Conclusion
Middle turbinate pneumatization is a common anatomical
variation typically discovered incidentally when a patient
undergoes CT Scan of the sinuses. This study showed the
presence of a close correlation between the existence of a
large concha bullosa and an ipsilateral maxillary sinusitis on
imaging. This should not require treatment since there are no
clinical symptomatology. Indeed the study shows that there is
no statistical relationship between a large concha bullosa and
the sinus disease. The diagnosis of sinusitis must still
primarily be based on clinical findings.
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